**END FOLD**

This is an END FOLD label. Typically for the sewer to stitch on both the left and the right hand side of this label. Sometimes around all 4 edges if preferred.

---

**HOT CUT**

This is a HOT CUT label. Typically for the sewer to stitch around all 4 edges. This is good for who doesn’t want any folds.

---

**LOOP FOLD**

This is a LOOP FOLD label. This is what you see in almost every T-Shirt you see. This label fold in the middle and is sewn through the top.

---

**BOOK FOLD**

This is a BOOK FOLD label. The top part is shorter than the under part, commonly to show the size or where it’s made.

---

**MANHATTAN FOLD**

This is a MANHATTAN FOLD label. The top part folds over the bottom fold to give a finished look and feel. Typically used when putting onto a sleeve hem.

---

**MITRE FOLD**

This is a MITRE FOLD label. This is used in the back of most Robes or Jackets so you can hang the garment up through using the label.